


An Icon of Luxury
and Elegance
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A Unique Take on
Exquis�e Luxury
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Super Luxury Residential 
Project by Foreshore Waters

Serving Up
Savoury Luxury
in Osborne
Few concepts are more emblematic in contemporary 
living than a comfortable and stylish enclave were peace 
and serenity rule supreme. With vast living spaces, 
sophisticated facilities, and enticing beauty, Acacia 
Heights pushes the boundaries. 

In Osborne Ikoyi, Acacia Heights is a one-of-a-kind 
residential masterpiece. This architectural project, 
which was inspired by a quest to reinvent elegance, 
provides a different perspective of upscale urban living. 

Acacia Heights has been meticulously planned, with 
each part being individually optimized and created 
for maximum liveability. Acacia Heights was created 
to reflect the subtle mood, easy-going ambience, and 
posh neighbourhood of Osborne Ikoyi.
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Foreshore
Waters,
Whether for residential purposes or solely for the 
investment value, Acacia Heights offers unrivalled and 
amazing returns on investment. 

Foreshore Waters Limited is an independent real estate 
company located in Lagos Nigeria, with a focus on 
property development, facility management and sales 
of real estate products and services with special skills in 
service delivery. We have numerous magnificent, first 
of its kind, high-end projects which are located across 
choice locations in Ikeja, Ikoyi and Banana Island.

With grounded understanding of the business of luxury 
real estate, we are undisputed frontrunners who believe 
that beyond property acquisition, each purchase should 
offer an avenue for maximized returns on investment. 
As such, we offer an opportunity to maximize future 
value of property investments. At Foreshore Waters, 
we see to it that your wealth does not only grow, but 
outlives you.

With a variety of state-of-the-art house types; from 
apartments to town houses to twin duplexes, we have 
moved swiftly from humble beginnings to become the 
market leader. We are adept in the provision of deluxe 
homes at upscale areas while providing exceptional 
facility management services for same. Designed to 
meet and exceed the highest standards, our spectacular 
development offers you an amazing opportunity to 
own a piece of real estate across some of the finest 
neighbourhoods in Lagos.

“Ikoyi is known for its affluent population and the Acacia
Heights is poised to reflect that lifestyle while refining the
definition of luxurious living.” - Ikoyi Real Estate Analyst
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World Class Real Estate Developers



Offering a range of distinctive apartments of tranquillity and opulence, Acacia 
Heights is an iconic urban residence that pays homage to the Lagos Modern masters 
with seamless architecture redefined for a new generation of style enthusiasts. The 
modernist ethos of the developers brings the outside in and the inside out, creating 
a warm, seamless living environment enveloped by Ikoyi’s breath-taking scenery. 
A juxtaposition of modern designs, classic textures and perfect lines interpret the 
residential elegance of Ikoyi and the contemporary taste of Lagos’ upper echelon. 

Acacia Heights offers fabulously designed residences, with large living spaces and 
wide balconies that elevate your living experience. These apartments have been 
designed to the very highest standards of comfort and exclusivity, all situated 
about 10 minutes away from Ikoyi Golf club, the Heineken House, the Jet skis club, 
Hospitals, Supermarkets and a host of other social amenities. 

Acacia Heights represents an exciting collaboration between excellent architecture 
and environment, an iconic focal point on the Ikoyi’s skyline whose residents will 
enjoy a standard of modern living.

Redefining Luxury
Living in Ikoyi
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"Real luxury is a balance b�w�n
qual�y and the a�ection you f�l

for an object th� cannot be
easily replic�ed.

Marco Zanini 
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A Concrete
Legacy of

Pristine Quality

There is the pristine quality luxury, unrestricted access to the best of living amenities, 
and not forgetting the massive return on investment. Quality and standard have never 
been in question when it comes to delivering world-class luxury. 

To ensure that the quality of our projects match global standards; we pay rapt attention 
to every single detail in each construction phase. Also, we deploy a hundred and one 
multiple tiered quality check systems for every project that has been executed, with the 
expert input of international consultants. From the Middle East to Germany, and USA, 
we partner with internationally renowned experts to deliver the quality we promise.

Important Note: We never build without proper approval documents from 
governmental agencies like the Lagos State Physical Planning and Development 
Authority (LASPPDA), Lagos State Building Control Agency (LASBCA), and so on.



An Awe-Inspiration
Take on Urban Living
When you reside in The Acacia, it is natural to sense 
the world melting away into an appealing verdant 
urban sanctuary, which is lined with the luxuriance of 
sustainable green design and elegantly blends modern 
engineering with eco-friendly execution.

Every person who invests in we�-selected
real est�e in a growing section of a prosperous
commun�y adopts the surest and safest m�hod of

becoming independent, for real est�e is the
basis of wealth.

"
Theodore Roosevelt
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Ikoyi:

Arguably Lagos' most opulent neighbourhood, Ikoyi is an� 
attractive and picturesque town. As one of West Africa's 
most prestigious and posh residential districts, Ikoyi is 
frequented by Africa's finest elites, and now ist home to 
Nigeria's extreme upper-class citizens. 

Living in Ikoyi gives you access to some of Africa's most 
highly accredited schools, health centres, leisure sights, 
malls, and beaches in Lagos. Of addition to the amenities in 
Ikoyi, the surrounding neighbourhoods offer a wide range 
of amenities.

One of West Africa’s Most Glamorous
and Prestigious Residential Destinations

a b

c d e f g

Lagos Preparatory School Ikoyi Golf Club

The Wheatbaker Lagoon Hospitals The George Lagos Polo Club The Garden Ikoyi



A Priv�e Enclave of 
Handpicked Finery
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Coming as undoubtedly one of the most enviable assets any investor can lay their 
hands on in this 21st century, Acacia Heights will offer a blend of sophistication 
and luxury; which is why investors from every nuke and cranny desire to add 
Acacia Heights to their investment portfolio. Not just because it is located at the 
heart of Ikoyi or because it offers a higher order of luxury and sophistication but 
because major key investors in the real estate have projected the property to have 
an increasing ROI up to 20% on the first year of purchase with an increasing trend 
over the years.

A Smart Investment for
Those Who Want to
Leave A Timeless Legacy

If you’re not going to p� money in real est�e, where else?"
Tamir Sapir, Business Mogul
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What More Can One
Think of When We
Say Luxury Investment?

Acacia Heights invites you to experience privilege, perfection and 
private access to an iconic address in a class of its own.  

Experience professional spatial designs that convey elegance in your 
home. Large windows, city-view balconies, all ensuite bedrooms, 
and many other home features such as 24-hour electricity, stealth 
security, top-notch biometric access, and so much more are all 
available. 

You are automatically ready to connect with nature at Acacia Height 
as you enjoy the soothing, refreshing evening coastal breeze. Acacia 
Heights is a beautiful combination of art, modern architecture, and 
impeccable craftsmanship.

Super Luxury Homes

We have always made it a priority to provide possibilities for our 
investors to earn at high margins. We've accomplished this by 
establishing our properties in some of the city's most underserved 
areas, as evidenced by Acacia Height’s strategic location in Osborne 
Ikoyi. Property values in our neighbourhood have increased by up 
to 150 per cent in the last five years. This is the foundation upon 
which we guarantee our clients a risk-free ROI of at least 20%. 

Buying into Acacia Heights assures you of passive income, stable cash 
flow, tax�advantages, diversification, and leverage because you can 
make your money through rental income, value appreciation, and 
profits generated by business activities.

Unrivalled Returns on Investments 
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Investing as an early bird puts you at an advantage. When you buy 
the off plan, you get to enjoy the early-bird discount, which in turn 
better boosts your ROI. Every single time, buying the off plan helps 
you save on your investment capital. 

You get to see your secured property develop into physical beauty 
and simultaneously develop into a wealth-generating machine as 
the value continues to go up. Every savvy investor knows that the 
best time to buy a home is at its earliest stages. 

In other words, the best way to buy a property is off plan.

Off Plan

The location of this fine residence, its luxurious features and its 
architectural excellence set up investors for one of the highest rental 
incomes in Lagos. As of January 2022, the rent for a 4-bed maisonette 
in Ikoyi was estimated at about ==N18,000,000 to ==N40,000,000 per 
annum. Investors can be guaranteed a highly rewarding rental 
income.

High Rental Income

In the end, the style of your home finishing is totally your choice and 
not the developer’s. In essence, we have provided a wide array of 
finishing styles for you to pick from and to be executed by interior 
professionals. This offers you a blank canvas for you to fully express 
yourself to your perfect taste.

It’s your home; it’s all yours, and it must always reflect your style and 
taste.

Choose Your Preferred Finishing
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A Unique Concept
of Exce�ence
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A Cherry
On The Top

Not only do we offer a lower entry price or better 
building standard than other competing property 
owners in the same location, we offer the flexibility of 
making payments over a duration of 12-24months. Our 
competitors cannot even beat that. 

Whether you are a true luxury seeker looking for the 
most exquisite homes or an investor looking to increase 
your wealth, Acacia Heights is the perfect choice for you.

Lower Entry Prices Than Our Customers

The wise young man or wage earner
of today invests his money

in real est�e.

"
Andrew Carnegie 



Modern Amenities Befitting
An Elite Investor
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Sports
Centres

Good
Drainage

Recreational
Centre

Swimming
Pool

Children
Playground

Stealth
Security

24 Hours
Power Supply

Water Treatment
Plant

Shared & Co Managed
Office Space

Fully Automated
Gate

Panoramic
View Gym
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Key Into Our
Amazing Offers!



Own a

4 Bed 
Osborne,
Ikoyi

M99.92==N

Luxury Maisonette Duplex

In

with

Initial Deposit
Spread balance over 18 months
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Envision your space
fully customisable

to your taste

* Offer valid till July 5th after
which price reviews will apply *

Total Area

* Also Available Offer *

3 Bed Apartment in Osborne, Ikoyi
with ==N29.99M initial deposit and

spread balance over 18 months

210 sqm

Features
- Main Lounge

- Family Lounge

- Kitchen

- Dining Area

- Visitor’s Toilet

- 4 Bedroom All
Ensuite + BQ

- 3 Terraces



The Acacia Unveiled

An Exquisite Luxury Masterpiece For
The Savvy Uncompromising Investors

PARKING 
T O TA L  N U M B E R  C A R  P R O V I D E D

2 Cars/ 4 Bed Luxury Maisonette + BQ

2 Cars/ Super Luxury Maisonette

(Block A G+7)         =    1

(Block A G+7)         =    1

T O TA L  N U M B E R  O F  A PA RT M E N T  T Y P E  O N  S I T E

T O TA L  N U M B E R  O F  B U I L D I N G  T Y P E  O N  S I T E

Total                                         =    23                           
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(4 Bed Luxury Maisonette + BQ)            -   8 Units

(4 Bed Luxury Maisonette + BQ)           -   10 Units

(Duo 4 Bed Luxury Maisonette)            -   2 Units

(Duo 4 Bed Luxury Maisonette)            -   2 Units

(Super Luxury Maisonette + BQ)         -   1 Units
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Warranty

Foreshore Waters is the only company
that offers 100-year warranty on

concrete in Africa.

"
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Partners

No m�ter how bri�iant your mind or str�egy,
W�ho� the right partnerships, you’� sti�

always lose o� to a team of people
who are working tog�her to achieve one vision.

"
Reid Hoffman

With over 50 years' experience in construction, the 
world-class Middle Eastern Construction Company 
AL-Mansour is set to craft the masterpiece which 
is Acacia Heights. Having set amazing precedence 
with the construction of historical edifices such as the 
spectacular Madina Towers in Lagos, Acacia Heights is 
well to be added to this prestigious list.

One of The Middle East’s Foremost Consultancy; Pace 
Consultancy is a management consultancy and project 
management firm that focuses on turning strategy into 
successful implementable solutions. With an expertise 
in managing reform initiatives, cross-functional 
transformation, and performance excellence. Pace 
Consultants are on ground to steer the construction 
boat of Acacia Heights to perfection.

The renowned urban landscape transformers, Mistulifts, 
has a long history in elevators, escalators and moving 
systems at large. With over 3 decades of hands-on 
experience lifting both people and standards around 
the world to the next level, Mistulifts as one of our 
official partners is set to deliver efficient and excellently 
designed moving systems for Acacia Heights.

The specialized engineers at CCL USA with a world 
class reputation of providing the ideal solution for every 
project undertaken, using specialized engineering 
techniques, wherever we are in the world. Renowned 
for their concrete products and engineered solutions 
for various structures. Solutions which include 
post-tensioning, slab removal, pre-cast concrete, 
concrete repair, concrete strengthening, and structural 
bearings for structures such as buildings, bridges, 
containment, turbines, stadiums, and pavement. All 
things concrete and engineering for Acacia Heights will 
be handled by our distinguished partners at CCL USA 
Inc.



Contact
Royal Palm Drive, Osborne Foreshore Estate, Ikoyi
Address:

info@fwl.ng
Email:

www.fwl.ng
Web:


